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It Still Runs is the go-to destination for all things cars. From motors to radiators and everything
in between, we've got you covered. Many vehicles come standard with at least a three-year,
36,mile bumper-to-bumper warranty, whichever How to Check Tickets by a License Plate.
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coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and radiate it from the radiator. Quality
used engines is where you want to come for the best Used Engine and for that matter, any other
used part for your car or truck. The part we pull for your vehicle is rigorously tested to be sure
that it's in great working condition and right for your vehicle. Our goal is for your safety,
security, and the reliability of our products â€” the only situation that will ensure that we are
doing the right thing. There are sometimes rare Used Engines that would not be immediately
available locally. We can find them from our huge network of suppliers and partners â€”
whatever you are needing NOW! For any make or model of car or truck that you happen to have.
We will ship to anywhere in the US or Canada.. We don't sell 'junk' engines. This is an
investment that most people want to last a long time! We test all our engines before shipping
them to make sure you are getting the product we described to you. If you want something that
looks like an engine, but functions better as a boat anchor.. Quality used engines has the
largest, most comprehensive database of used engines in the country. Being able to pass on
the best pricing as well as the absolute best quality is a huge advantage we offer because of our
comprehensive inventory. It doesn't matter if you have a SUV, pickup truck, sports car, or any
type of car you can imagine, we have the used engine you need and we can ship it to any state
in the US. There's nothing more important you can do for your car than to keep it running
optimally so that you can safely get you where you want to go. It's a good idea to trust the
experts in the area you need help in. With our level of experience and high volume of inventory,
we are our engine experts. Don't cut corners with anyone less than the experts. Take a look
around our database and you'll see that we offer great prices, great products and great quality
service. No matter where you are in the country, we ship to you. Here at Quality used engines,
we strive to send out a product that you will be satisfied with. For example, when it comes to
used engines, you could choose a reliable source like us or you could go with the cheapest one
out there that you can find. They are calling us for a high quality, fair priced replacement. If your
vehicle's engine has bit the dust you are left with a few options in order to get yourself back on
the road. For most people it comes down to two choices - replace the engine or replace the car.
For many people it may seem like replacing an engine is as expensive or time consuming as
buying a new car but this simply isn't the case for the most part. Engine replacements are
becoming more and more affordable. There are many things that can lead to engine failure, but
regardless of the reason it is important to recognize your options for repair. Before you rush off
to the car dealership be sure to take into account the benefits of engine replacement. In the long
run it will likely save you much time and money. Searching for a new car can be an extremely
time consuming process. Depending on your wants and needs and financial situation you may
be searching for the right vehicle for weeks before finding one that suits you. Instead of
spending all your time searching for a new vehicle when you were happy with the one in which
the engine died simply replacing the motor is going to be a better deal. This process usually can
be completed in a single day when the motor is on hand and at a cost much less than that of a
new or used vehicles that would be in the same condition as your vehicle. Housing Axle Assy
Rear w. Used Engines We Offer If your vehicle's engine has bit the dust you are left with a few
options in order to get yourself back on the road. It is already tried and tested, which make quite
dependable. Saves cost: It is the most obvious advantage for any car owner to purchase used
engine. Extend Vehicle Life: Used engine also last as long as the original engine. Also Buying a
Used Car Engine prevents it from ending up in a landfill. It can really create a big impact on the
environment as functional engine get used reducing the junk amount. Repairing a car and also
prevents the car from going into the wrecking yard. JP is a self-confessed car and motorcycle
addict, having saved thousands over the years working on and maintaining his vehicles himself.
Now that the cold weather is back, we'll be whacking the car's heater on the second we turn the
key. Or not if your car heaters are not working. They work by using the heat in the coolant

system that circulates around the car's engine to cool it. That sounds a little odd right? Well,
when I say cool, I mean keep to an optimum temperature, around 80 to 90 degrees. So this is
where the heat comes from, your cooling system. That's why you won't get heat until the car
has been running for a couple of minutes. As the engine gets hotter, so does the coolant.
Because we rely on the coolant system to provide us with heat through our heaters, there are
now a few components that can fail and mean that you'll never get heat out of your car heaters.
The most common culprit for your heaters not working is a faulty thermostat. These clever yet
very simple and cheap contraptions regulate the water circulation on initial startup. They're
easy to purchase and simple to replace if you have a little mechanical knowledge. A Thermostat,
which will be located near the top of your engine, sits closed shut when the water is at ambient
temperature, so when the car is left parked up. When you start your engine, the thermostat
stops the water circulation around the engine. This lets the engine warm up quickly and get the
oil to its optimum temperature, vital for a healthy engine. As the temperature rises to around 60
degrees, the thermostat opens up and lets the water circulate around the engine and through
the radiator. All this happens in a matter of minutes in normal weather. If, however, your
thermostat has seen out its days, it will remain open. So on initial startup, the cooling system is
working straight away. Your engine doesn't have a chance to warm up and your coolant stays at
a temperature that won't give you any heat. I've talked about the most common problem that is
causing your heaters to not have heat but let's take a look at a few other things that can be the
reason. If you take short journeys, and your thermostat is broken, you'll never get the engine
hot enough to produce any heat. A little test you can do is leave the can running, stationary at
home and take a look at your temperature gauge that should be in your dash. Once you see it
get to the middle turn on your heaters and see if you're getting heat. If you are getting heat, your
thermostat needs changing. If you can't get heat no matter how long you leave the car running,
I'm going to show you some checks you can do to find what the problem is. If you're not
comfortable with mechanics then read still read on so you know what to expect when you take
your car to a mechanics. This problem is relatively cheap to fix. Replacing heater matrix's or
head gaskets are where the costs become high. Your heater uses the heat from the coolant
circulating around the engine. You should also have antifreeze in your coolant mixture, this not
only stops the coolant from freezing inside your engine but also stops it corroding. The heater
is higher up than the rest of the cooling system, and thus last in line for coolant. Thus the first
thing you should do, if you have no heat, is to see if there is, in fact, enough coolant in your
engine. You can do this by lifting the bonnet the hood and looking at the header tank, which
collects overflow coolant from the radiator. This is a large tank, usually clear plastic, with a
conspicuous cap, rubber hoses coming off of it, and "Max" and "Min" markings on it. It is
positioned a little higher than the radiator, usually to one side or the other of the engine, directly
above a wheel. If this tank is empty, you can fill it back up with ordinary water; you can add
some antifreeze if you want. If your header tank is full then proceed to the next step. If you are
not certain which is your header tank, ask a friend, or take the car to a local garage. As
mentioned before, the Thermostat decides when to let water circulate around your engine. A
simple way to find out if your thermostat is working without using any tools is to see if your
temperature gauge is giving you a reading on the dash. If the needle never moves or it's 30
minutes before it does, then your thermostat is most likely broken. Your temperature gauge
should be giving a reading or start to move within 10 minutes of starting the car. If you're
noticing you're starting to get heat after driving a while this would also indicate the thermostat
is broken. If the nice warm heat doesn't last very long, this is because you're drawing the heat
away from the circulated water. Check your temp gauge again and if starts to fall whilst you
have the heaters on, the thermostat is broken. Sometimes even with water in the system and a
working thermostat, you can still get no heat; the flow of water in the heating-and-cooling
system may be blocked by air or dirt. One possible cause is an air lock in the cooling system. If
your system has a bleed port or bleed screw, and you can find it, you can fix this air lock
yourself. Run the engine until the fan kicks in. Once your fan has come on, look around the
radiator for a bleed port or bleed screw. This is something that can be turned with a
screwdriver. Once you turn it anti-clockwise, you should hear a hiss; this is the air being
released. Even though most problems with the car heater are not caused by the heater itself but
by the cooling system or the thermostat, it is still possible the heater itself may be clogged or
broken. Or the heater controls may be stuck or broken. In either case, there is a chance of a
cheap or do-it-yourself fix, as shown in the video below. An engine that keeps losing water is a
big problem, and not just because low water levels will keep your heater from putting out
enough heat. A car that is not getting coolant will heat up and damage itself permanently. If it
leaks water, you need to find the source. It can be a split hose, leaky radiator, the water pump,
or even worse, the head gasket. Finding the leak can be a pain in the butt too, as even a tiny

hole can let a lot of water out while the system is under pressure from being driven. But if the
weather is cold, that makes your investigation easier. Make sure the engine has run long
enough to get good and hot and make sure the coolant is topped up. Then, if there is a leak, the
hot water escaping will turn to steam when it hits the cold atmosphere. Open the bonnet hood
and look for steam: along the hoses, where the water pump is, and along the radiator. Also look
inside your carâ€”if your windows steam up, or the carpet inside the front of your car gets wet,
your leak could be inside the car, behind the dashboard. It could be the heater matrix itself the
heater core or a split hose. If the leak turns out to be in the radiator, you can save the cost of a
radiator, at least for a while, with products that stop leaks in a car's cooling system. You can
also buy a repair bandage for leaking hoses, but this is a temporary measure. Hoses are rubber
and don't last forever; they have to be replaced every few years. Sometimes water loss is
caused by a knackered water pump. Telltale signs of a broken water pump include a constant
rough metallic sound when the engine is running, or water trickling down the side of the engine.
The water pump is a vital part of the engine, and if it's broken it needs to be changed as soon as
possible. Often it runs off the cam belt "timing belt" , and if the water pump destroys itself it will
take out the cam belt and the engine along with it. Consider replacing an old water pump as part
of routine maintenance, along with the replacement of the cam belt and accessory belts, if you
have an old car and want to keep it a few years. A leaking head gasket is the worst news at all; it
means your engine has lost its integrity, and your car needs major repairs right away, assuming
you want to keep it. So if you've tried all of the above and you still have no heat from your
heaters in your Jeep Liberty, there are a couple extra things you can do for this model to get the
heat bellowing back out of your heaters. There is a downside: if you're not handy with the
spanners you should take your car to the garage. But make sure you go with the knowledge
below. If you're still not getting heat to your heaters, and you know the heater core is not
blocked due to a clogged system, and you know there's no air in the system because you've
bled the system using the bleed nipple on the right-hand side of the radiator, the last thing you
can check is an electronic component. The centre dial of your heater control located in the
centre console can fail. This dial, which changes the amount of heat you want, is run by an
electronic component called an actuator that controls the amount of hot air that enters into the
car. It's a pretty simple job that this actuator does. It opens and shuts the gate of the heater
ducting: something a mechanical part used to do. You can access this actuator in the left-hand
foot well. It is the lower actuator that usually fails. Before you take anything off, look at where
the actuator is located and mover the dial. If you can't see the teeth of a black cog move as you
move the dial these teeth are just visible the actuator is stuck or failed. Remove the actuator
and manually open the gate you'll see the gear the actuator slips onto by hand. When you see
the gate open, run the car, and you should now have heat. With the actuator plugged in still but
not mounted, see if it moves freely. If it's not moving, time for a new one. The Jeep Wrangler
has a heater actuator issue almost identical to that of the Jeep Liberty. This issue is described
below, and then we talk about another known issue with sandy material that clogs the system.
By checking this first, you'll save yourself a lot of time taking things off. The Jeep Wrangler,
unfortunately, doesn't have as much access behind the dash as the Jeep Liberty does. But you
can find out if you'll need to start taking your dash apart just by taking a look under the dash on
the left-hand side. This opens and shuts the gate behind the dash to determine how much hot or
cold air goes into the system. This is operated by an electronic part called an actuator. It simply
goes up and down to open and shut the gate. What you should do is look under the dash and
look for a white plastic part that moves when you turn the dial. You may need a light to shine up
in there to see it. If you can see the white plastic moving, then the actuator isn't the problem,
and your problem may be sandy sediment, as described in the next section. But if you can see
the white plastic part and it's not moving, then your actuator has failed. As I said, the location of
this is a little trickier than on the Jeep Liberty. There is a panel that sits under the steering wheel
on the left-hand side that you can remove to gain more access. It may not be perfect access it,
but it will mean you can remove the actuator without removing the entire dash. Once the
actuator is removed you can manually open the gate by turning the gear the actuator is attached
to. Run your engine, and after a few minutes see if you get heat with the gate now in the other
position. With the actuator off but still plugged in, see with a little push on the plug if it now
works. If it does, you can decide whether you want to replace it or not. If your actuator was fine
all along, you may be dealing with a very common and well-known problem, the buildup of
sandy sediment in the system. If you did all of my general tips and there was still no heat, you
may want to try flushing the system again. Get the best coolant flush you can afford. Make sure
you dump out the old coolant at the lowest point possible: the left-hand side of the radiator at
the bottom. It is tight on the Jeep Wrangler, but in order to get all the gunk out of the system,
you need to undo the lowest hose to remove the coolant. Once you've done this, leave the

bottom hose detached, and run a garden hose through the top radiator hose on the right-hand
side, going into the engine, to send fresh running water through the system. Take the radiator
cap off and do the same thing through the radiator it'll come straight out the bottom hose. Now
locate the two heater core hoses that are at the back of the engine and go into the firewall. Take
both hoses off that attach to the metal piping and run the water through one hose, sealing it
with your hand, with the flow going towards the windscreen, not down the metal pipes. You
should eventually get the water to flow out of the other pipe. Connect everything back up and fill
up your coolant with antifreeze. You'll now want to bleed the system, which is tricky on these
models but is the most important part of all of this. Run the engine until it reaches the operating
temperature and starts bleeding the system. If you bleed the coolant system properly you
should now get heat from your heaters. If you don't get heat, it is likely there is still air in the
system. Check your heater core pipes for pressure and make sure both are heating up. You can
get a garage to pressure-fill your coolant system. Fixing the heaters on a Mini 2 BMW whether it
be the One, Cooper or Cooper S, is relatively straightforward and something you can do
yourself if you don't mind getting your hands dirty. If your Mini is relatively old, say around an
'07 or older, the reason for your problem could be this. The principle will work on all Minis
though. Over time, the water that is in the engine, which is being constantly heated up and
cooled down, starts to thicken due to the elements that are in regular water. This is why your
header tank will go brown. With older cars, also, there's usually been some problems over the
course of the cars life, problems like split hoses, leaky radiators, or front crash damage. The
cheap fixes for leaky radiators are usually chemical-based products that are designed to fill the
split or hole. This stuff will "gum up" to block the leak. The thing is, the excess gum just ends
up circulating around the system. So between that and old coolant, the system gets pretty
grimy. Get yourself a coolant system cleaner, or flush as they're sometimes called, and run this
in your coolant system. Follow the instructions on the bottle for the best results. As you let this
stuff work and break up the gunk from the system, you'll want to undo the lowest coolant hose
you can get to on the engine and dispose of this water correctly. The heater cores on Minis as
well as the thermostat are prone to clogging. Thermostats are cheap, so go ahead and replace
this if you haven't already. Now you want to refill your coolant along with some anti-freeze
mixed in. Anti-freeze not only stops your coolant from freezing up, but it also stops the coolant
from corroding your engine and lengthens the life of your internal engine parts. If you don't,
there's one last thing you need to do, and that is bleed the air from the system. Mini's have their
radiators located quite low, and so air is prone to being trapped in the system. Try a regular
bleed of the system and see if you get a noticeable difference. If you still have no joy, you'll
need to take your car to a garage and ask them to pressure-fill your coolant. This should be a
simple job for them and shouldn't cost too much. The problem with the heater on the Vauxhall
Corsa as well as the Renault Clio is often that there is no power from the heaters at all. This
issue has nothing to do with cold air coming out instead of heat. This loss of power is also a
common issue on the Renault Clio. Or you may have a dirty fan that is stuck. The first thing
you're going to want to look at is your fuses. On the back side of the fuse cover, there should be
a table of what fuse does what. Find the one for the heaters and check to see if it hasn't popped.
If you can't locate the fuse for the heaters, check all of your fuses. If all of your fuses are ok, the
next thing to go on to is the heater resistor. On the Vauxhall Corsa D model, this resistor is
located underneath the glove box. You can get to it without removing anything. You'll see a plug
going into a white box with ridge lines on it. You should also see in front, to the left, a
cylindrical grey plastic object, which is where your fan sits. When you've located the plug, turn
your ignition on, put it in the "1" setting and wriggle the plug; you may find that the fan comes
on. After you've tried this, turn your ignition off. To replace the resistor, undo two bolts either
side of the plug and remove it. Get the part number off of it to make sure you get the same
resistor as a replacement. Put in the new resistor and give it a try. If the fan didn't come on
when you turned on the ignition and wriggled the plug, your resistor may or may not be faulty,
but it's also possible that your fan itself is the problem. Dirt may be covering the terminals
inside the fan and causing it not to connect properly. To fix this you can simply clean the
terminals inside the fan. You're going to have to remove the glove box to remove the fan. The
glove box is held in by four torx bolts, one in each corner. Once you remove it, you'll see the
ducting from the fan to the back of the centre console. Now locate all the bolts on the fan
housing and remove the plug. Once you have the fan out, look inside it, and through the hole
where the ducting attaches to see any dirt buildup. To clean the terminals, hold a rag inside this
area while you manually rotate the fan. You should see a noticeable difference. Now, plug the
fan back in but don't mount it yet. Put the fan position on the switch to the "off" position and
prop the fan up making sure the fan housing is not touching anything. Turn on the ignition.
Switch the fan to the "1" position, and it should spin. Be prepared to turn the fan off almost

instantly. Now that you can see your fan working turn off your ignition and replace everything.
Remember to put the ducting back. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only
and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal,
or technical matters. You may have a problem with the gates that direct the air from either your
heater or your air con. It's a common problem for newer cars to have stuck gates which are
located behind the dash and not always easy to access. Check online to see if it's common
problem for your vehicle. Car is warm, turn heater on , warm air comes out. A few seconds later
cool air. Thank you for this awesome article! We were freaking out about why the car wasn't
warming up and you helped us a bunch! Absolutely brilliant. Clear, easy to follow instructions
that even an inept knuckle buster like me can follow. Thank you. My heater in my vp calais its
not working from the climate control the hose in the car are hot but blowing out the heat. Just
took our Ford Expedition to the dealership and had an AC flush done and as soon as we drove
away we noticed that one side of the car only puts out cold air, despite it both thermostats on
the dual air control being set on heat. Is it possible they did something when performing an AC
flush? Hi i have 3. Okay I change both of thermostats in my car and it still blows cold unless
giving it gas then it'll blow somewhat warm does anybody know the problem. I have Honda pilot
I have a small leak in the radiator in September. I used irontite to fix it. Now in December , there
is no heat in my truck very very weak. The mechanic told me it is because of iron Tite. He
performed back flush for the radiator and for the heater core. No heat. He changed my heat
control valve no heat. He changed the thermostat with oem thermostat Finally he changed
radiator and guess what Any advise on what the problem can be or what is the solution. I have a
Ford Taurus that I bought used to get my husband to and from cancer treatment so miles 2
times a week. The car warms up and you get sort of warm air but if you put the fan higher it
starts blowing colder all this time it stays in the middle between hot and cold. We are on
disability due to cancer and don't know what to check for next. And when i turn on the heate, i
get nothing but cold air. Always do when you do a coolant flush every years or 10 depending on
when your car needs it's coolant replaced. The thermostat could be stuck in an "open" position
cycling the coolant through the whole system, thus, not being able to get heat for a long time. If
you still don't get heat it's best to get the coolant system diagnosed by a trustworthy mechanic
to find out what is wrong. Good luck! I just got a radiator and engine flush but my Chevy blazer
still blows cold air what can I do. We had a radiator replaced over the summer the air works fine
but now even if we let our car warm up and drive it all day the heat never blows out hot it's
always cold the other day I noticed when the heat was completely turned off but it was on
defrost and it was blowing a little warm but as soon as I turn the heat on it got cold again I'm
assuming it's the thermostat could you tell me if you think that's the problem. I am a 76 year old
women and I am trying to make it with SS and food stamps. So far no heat since our
temperatures have dropped. Heat would be nice!!!! Hi my car heating is on full but it blows hot
for a few minutes then cold before going to hot again. The coolant light is on but the tank is full.
Any suggestions? The heat was not enough except little bit warm in the car. After that wen i
drove it there was. No heat at all and temperature gauge was at I stoped and open water cap all
antifreeze came out with pressure and emptied. Again builting pressure. If any one has got
skoda experience plz let me know wot shud i do. I am badly stuck as its taxi and i m making big
zerooooo Heat only works when it is warm enough out to not need it. When the weather is cold
so is the air from the heater. What could cause this? Lack of coolant? Again this is when the
heat is on. What could it be? My car is Chevy Impala. Hi my name is william and i have a dodge
magnum. I changed my whole cooling system in my heater still doesn't work can you help me
with the problem. I have a Mini. Have had issues with the heater only blowing out luke warm to
almost no heat. They replaced the radiator, temp sensor, fluids, said water pump is fine, etc.
Each time they do a fix the heat works great for a few days and then one day will just start
blowing air that isn't as warm again. Any advice? I have a Nissan Titan truck. The heat will only
blow warm if I am driving full speed. If I slow down, stop, or it is parked, the heater blows cold.
The engine temperature warms up after it is started, but the air still blows cold. Hot air takes
awhile to get into the cabin but takes a lot longer to get somewhat warm on the passenger side.
Then after a little bit cold air blows on both side, esp at idle. Any ideas? I just replaced a bad
heater core in the summer, and everything was fine. We had heat when it was selected, and we
had cold when it was selected. This winter the heat was working until one morning I went to
warm up the car, and I always keep everything off and set to cold until the car is warmed up.
Once it was warm, I turned the dial from colder to hotter and it stopped blowing, then started
blowing again, but with no heat and it hasn't blown heat since this occurrence. Is this most
likely an actuator issue? Or would one of your above mentioned issues be a possibility? Very
good article. I am having an issue with the passenger side takes much much longer to heat up.
When I put the defroster on, the car start blowing cold air even after the car has had heat. I just

got a cheap car from a guy. Wasn't running for a few months. Heater ran great for the first week
I had it except I had a squealing so someone told me to turn the heat over to ac and see if it
stops the sqeal. I did and then switched it right back over to the heat and the heater stopped
blowing hot air. As a minute before that we got hotter then ever in the car with the heat on. I
think something is stuck. Its a 98 Oldsmobile intrege what do you think? Maybe you can help. I
bought a truck that was suppose to have a working heater, the fans blow in the truck but it's
freezing me out. I have a baby an can't be riding with it 20 degrees out. What do I do? I'm
somewhat mechanically inclined but this idk anything about. Please help. I Have a Cadillac 60
special! No heat at all! Have driven to Calif many time from Utah no over heating problems what
so ever! Just blows cold air! In the summer it blow hot air! Go figure! My car will only start
producing hot air when I floor my car and only sometimes when I'm just sitting there. What do
you think the problem is? This is by all means the best site blog i've came across. I just bought
a 91 Dodge Stealth, everything was working fine. Had the car about 2 weeks when the heat
stopped blowing hot, temp gauge hardly moves, any known problems with the stealth and heat?
Thank you so much. Hi, I have a ford expedition Eddie Bauer with the 5. I have a really nice
pontiac grand am. Now it blows the coldest air you think of. I was told to change the pump out.
When it starts to heat up or go into overheat, the car loses power. But when it goes back down
from overheating, the power comes back, but at the same time, I still have cold air blowing out. I
bought it as is from dealer. I still owe anotehr 8 years on the loan. My heater only works when
I'm driving, if i even stop at a red light it starts blowing cold air. I've a Clio The heater blows cold
air. Thought was head gasket, put steel seal in it , car runs now! Tried bleeding the water
system. A lot of air came out and slightly warmed but went cold again!! Any ideas please. Okay
so I have a Jeep Liberty and I bought it maybe a month ago the person I bought it from replaced
the heater coil right before I bought it the first few days my heat worked amazing now it's just
blowing cold air what should I do. Block heater, oil pan heater, and battery heater plugged in all
the time now. Coolant levels are fine and mixed for Outside temp to one morning and started it
Not a blend door problem, because i have it forced for heat only. Didn't drive it to work that day.
Started it up later on after work. Engine warms and begins to overheat after 20 min and still not
blowing hot air. Turned it off. Outside temp got above 0 one morning. Started it up.. Water
Pump? I have a Mazda 6 made in I bought it 5 months ago with miles. The car heater is blown
cold air and the warm air then old air then warm air again. Recently I heard watery sound when I
stared engin top up cooling it's stopt. I heard clicking noise under dashboard been fixed. But
still have problems with my heating. Does someone has any idea what could be wrong? I would
appreciate any help please. Im not familiar with the car but does it have separate controls for
each side of the car, such as the passenger wants heat and the driver wants cool air? There are
some videos on youtube on how to use the Juke heaters, which leads me to think they have a
over engineered control system. Which might be the cause rather than a fault.
Hmmmmmmmmmmm a water pump with a faulty impeller could stop your water circulating
through the heater matrix but you would usually have some tell tale signs of a dead water pump
such as a whine or leak. You could take off a top hose when the engine is cold and start the
engine and see if the water gets pumped out the hose. If not then you could have a faulty pump.
I have a Ford Expedition 5. We have replaced thermostat, radiator cap, blew out the heater core,
attempted to get any air in the system, out. I have been told to try and replace the water pump.
The pump is not leaking or making noise. Will a badly worn impeller on the water pump be my
problem. Sometimes the heater will blow out hot air and work beautifully, other times cold air. I
have a problem with my Vauxhall corsa the heating blows out freezing when on hot I can't seem
to find a leak I have changed the thermostat with no difference I'm at my wits end with iv tryed
to bleed the system but dose not have bleed nipple or I can't find one so did it with water cap off
while squeezing the pipes yet heating still don't work please also I was told the air con needs
topping up as had o ring replaced but I don't think that has any affect on the heating dose it. Hi I
have a Nissan Juke plate, only bought 2 months ago. The passenger side blows very hot air
whilst the drivers side blows Luke warm air. What could this be as the coolant fluid is full. Very
helpful, I bought a new thermostat for my Hyundai Accent and it warmed my heater and brought
the temperature gauge to operating temp. My Toyota Matrix X-rays. My heater is not that hot on
the driver side and on the passenger side car in t is cold. Can u please tell me what the problem
of s. My car does not over heat. The hoses going to the heater core r hot under the hood and
they r hot in the cabin. Need help please. Very helpful article, specifically the workings of the
thermostat and coolant. Now i know if the thermostat stays open, you suffer no heat and if it
stays closed the engine suffers, it doesn't cool off. OK so my problem is I have a Chrysler town
n country 3. I have to put water in my van every day I don't see any leaks besides when my air is
on. My heat does not work it blows cold air and the heater and air only work on high. It use to
work months ago on every setting but always made a really loud noise when on until it only

worked on high still make a kinda loud sound. I have checked for leaks but can't find any. Just
not sure where all the water goes so fast with no leak. I'm temp gauge works great I had
replaced the radiator cap not long ago and my fuel cap because my check engine light was on
saying there was two leaks I cleared the codes after I fixed both and check engine light hasn't
come back on I'm so lost any suggestions would b great thank u. I've got a Mazda Familia 2 litre
Diesel. Radiators full, gauges work, new thermo' , water circulates but got only very low
temperature heat. Some years ago I had a slight leak from the water pump and put a "stop ;eak"
stuff in. Could this be the problem and if yes how do I now sort it? Well this helped alot I didn't
read all of the posts so this may already be in there. A stuck thermostat is the most likely
culprit. However, it can stick open resulting in the water never getting warm enough to supply
warm air to the interior or it can stick closed resulting in the car overheating. The above BMW
problem could be a thermostat or vacuum leak. Vacuum holds the heat door open or closed.
When you let off the gas, you supply enough vacuum to allow the heat door to open and when
you give the car gas, the door closes. My car no matter how long it runs still blows cold air and
win the water timp gage goes up just a little as sewn as I turn it on it hose down I would like to
no the problem. I have a honda civic lx 1. It has a new timing belt and water pump. Semi new
head gasket and thermostat and the radiator was just flushed. You do know millennials will read
this, you forgot the most important of instructions that they need to know. I have a Nissan
sentra When starting it cranks but takes a while to start you have to pump the gas to help it
start. Secondly the heater does not work, blows cold air. When you drive it jerks and when you
stop at traffic light it it rocks back and forth and on acceleration you need to step the gas slowly
otherwise it will lose power - it drives on slow speed. I took it to Evans automotive and they said
the problem is; the sensor is terminated at the wrong end, there is a head gasket which blew
due to overheating, but i have never experienced over heating on that car. It does not overheat
now. One of the things they said was the coolant was empty, i checked the radiator and it had
not water. Yet previously I had put in antifreeze. So i filled some water on the radiator, them i
saw steam coming out of the engine. When I opened the bonnet I found coolant and water
spewed all over the engine. I poured water again and I saw the leak of top of the radiator edge.
Now it the the diagnosis of Evans correct or they did not see the problem with the Radiator.
What exactly is the problem and what should i do first? My nissan heater only throw hot air
when it's moving. When it's on park or at a stop sign it throws cool air I have a Chrysler Pacifica
and the left side of my car's heater blows out hot air and the right side cold. Do you know what
the problem might be? I have a Mazda 6. I let the water temperature get warmed, and my heat
works, but after about 5 minutes of using it, it'll blow cold air and the water temperature gauge
drops back down. Once I turn of the heat it'll rise up again and the cycle continuous. I just
changed my thermostat in my dogde derango it blows light heat out but then blows out cold air
again what can be fhe matter. We've replaced the thermostat, addded coolant, checked the
radiator and controls, but we can't seem to find the problem nor fix the "no heat" problem. Any
ideas as to what we could do or look at to find the problem? Thank you! Cindi you may have a
head gasket issue. I replaced the thermostat put antifreeze cleaned the radiar and it still blows
cold air i have a 96 saturn. I need help as my heater is putting out cold air. I know the switch is
broken and if i switch it just right it cstches and out comes hot air. Well the other day i changed
it subconsciously and now cant get it to catch back. I do not have Is there a quick cfix for now? I
set my heat control to high, the fan to high, in the morning I start my car from the house with the
remote starter, after 15 minutes I go in my car and sometime the air coming from the heather is
cold, if I turn the heat control to cold and then back to hot then hot air come out, my garage
change the motor and adjust everthing and it happen again sometime, they don't know what to
do anymore, it is quit frustrating on a cold morning. My car is over heating and heater blowing
cold air changed thermostat not leaking any fluids no fog or wet floor it only over heated once
then i parked it could this still cause sirious damage. It will not blow and the blower is good the
heater coil is good. We dont know what esle to do. This sounds like a mechanism problem
which would require removal of the heater matrix. Not difficult just time consuming. Hi I own a
Mitsubishi Lancer heat was fine until 3 yrs ago. The black button turns left easily for cool air but
won't turn right for heat. I did some research found many others who had the same problem. I
brought it to one mechanic who said he would have to remove the entire front console to fix it.
My son drives it now I beg you can you tell me what I should do to fix it. Sounds like there is a
common issue with Dodge Caravans. Heaters on these cars need to be recalibrated from time to
time, a garage should be able to do this. The mechanisms are also mechanical which change air
from hot to cold. These may be warn. I have a dodge caravan. The heat and air blower comes on
and works but its just air. We know the switch for where it blows is stuck on the defrost vents
but thats a later issue. The main issue is getting the heat to work. We are going to try to flush it
first bf the heater core but wanted to ask in case there is a quick fix. Engine temp is normal on

gauges, but most of the time still blows cold air. I have a Dodge Caravan i replaced the thremast
top off the fluid and i have no heat just cool air blow's out the temperature gauge reads normal
what could it be? American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very
competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus,
the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping
experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things
that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site
maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple
techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride
and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel
injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are
eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know
what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy
items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air
is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the
best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be
surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the
different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using
a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible Trabant car on an
unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you
just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a
classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to
be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and
when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto
Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles.
Automotive Industry. Automotive History. To have heat, you need : enough water in your
engine; a working thermostat, a working heater and heater controls a cooling system that
doesn't leak. Is the thermostat working? Is the heating system blocked by an airlock? Are the
heater controls broken? Is there a water leak? Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt.
By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By
electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. Select Year Select If Older Than All used
parts are inspected before being sold. Anything mechanical, is tested for function. We visually
inspect for any cracks, leaks, damage, or issues before we put the parts in our inventory
system. Feel secure and rest easy when you search for Used Chevy Parts and millions of used
auto parts from our nationwide network of locally owned salvage yards. We provide up to 1 year
warranty on some of the parts we sell. When you need Used Chevy Parts in a flash, we have
partnered with all major shipping and freight carriers to ship any used part, used engine, used
transmission, and more to any address in the United States. Thank you for visiting UsedPart.
Are you looking for a junkyard near you that sells quality used Chevy parts? We have all the
tools right here on UsedPart. We have thousands of junkyards in our system that has a very
large inventory of used auto parts for cars, trucks, and even motorcycles. We guarantee to have
the best prices for any used Chevy parts including used Chevy engines, transmissions,
calipers, brake parts, body and suspension parts as well. We have taken the time to inventory
all wrecked and salvaged Chevy vehicles to make sure you have instant access to any used
Chevy parts you are searching for online. We have junkyards in locations all over the United
States, that can quickly serve you today. You simply need to complete the used auto parts
request form, so we can quickly quote you the best price guaranteed. One of the most common
vehicle makes in the United States, never tremble or fear when needing to locate a part for this
manufacturer. Beautiful Chevrolet vehicles are still being produced today and we will do our
part to insure any used Chevy parts you need, we have in stock. Used Chevy Sonic Parts. Used
Chevy Spark Parts. Used Chevy Volt Parts. Used Chevy Pickup Parts. Used Chevy 30 Pickup
Parts. Used Chevy Astro Parts. Used Chevy Avalanche Parts. Used Chevy Aveo Parts. Used
Chevy Beretta Parts. Used Chevy Camaro Parts. Used Chevy Caprice Parts. Used Chevy
Cavalier Parts. Used Chevy Celebrity Parts. Used Chevy Chevelle Parts. Used Chevy Chevette
Parts. Used Chevy 10 Parts. Used Chevy Parts. Used Chevy 20 Parts. Used Chevy Citation Parts.
Used Chevy Cobalt Parts. Used Chevy Colorado Parts. Used Chevy Corsica Parts. Used Chevy
Corvette Parts. Used Chevy Cruze Parts. Used Chevy Equinox Parts. Used Chevy EV1 Parts.
Used Chevy Express Van Parts. Used Chevy Forward Control Parts. Used Chevy II Parts. Used
Chevy Impala Parts. Used Chevy Lumina Parts. Used Chevy Lumina Van Parts. Used Chevy Luv
Parts. Used Chevy Malibu Parts. Used Chevy Metro Parts. Used Chevy Monte Carlo Parts. Used
Chevy Monza Parts. Used Chevy Nova Parts. Used Chevy Omega Parts. Used Chevy Optra
Parts. Used Chevy Passenger Parts. Used Chevy Prizm Parts. Used Chevy Silverado Parts. Used

Chevy Spectrum Parts. Used Chevy Sprint Parts. Used Chevy Suburban 10 Parts. Used Chevy
Suburban Parts. Used Chevy Suburban 20 Parts. Used Chevy Suburban 30 Parts. Used Chevy
Tahoe Parts. Used Chevy Tracker Parts. Used Chevy Trailblazer Parts. Used Chevy Traverse
Parts. Used Chevy Uplander Parts. Used Chevy Venture Parts. Used Chevy Captiva Sport Parts.
Call For A Quote! We carry high quality used auto parts for all vehicles. Our salvage yard serves
everyone from a mechanic, gear head, auto shop, car lots, dealerships, or someone who just
needs to get affordable used auto parts to get their vehicle back on the road. We carry
everything from used engines, used transmissions, interior parts, body parts and electronics for
your vehicle. We can even provide you with used wheels, used suspension, seat belts, trim or
door handles. If it is still attached to a vehicle in our salvage yard, we can pull it, and deliver or
ship to your door. All of our vehicles are carefully inspected, each part is tested, and
guaranteed for up to 6 months after you make your purchase. Our massive auto salvage
inventory allows us to stock millions of used auto parts, and our state of the art system allows
us to quickly fulfill any order having any Used Chevy Parts ready for pickup, or ready to ship. At
UsedPart. Our returns system is super easy and fast. Customers all over the United States have
turned to us for their Used Chevy Parts needs because of the affordable pricing, and guaranteed
availability of the used auto parts they need. Our nationwide reach also helps us find the Used
Chevy Parts near you, getting those parts to you quicker than ever before. Ready to order Used
Chevy Parts now? Our easy to use inventory search system will allow you to enter your vehicles
information, and our salvage yard will immediately contact you with a quote and a price for
shipping if you decide to have the parts delivered to your door. The rising costs of
remanufactured and brand new dealer only parts takes more out of your pocket, and the parts
are considered used once they are installed anyways. Remember when you are searching for
Used Chevy Parts on our website, that a recycled auto part can last longer than an aftermarket
replacement auto part. We purchase vehicles from auctions, which have either been wrecked,
do not have titles, or have a major mechanical or structural issue, which prevents the vehicle
from being ran on a highway. There are still valuable parts on these vehicles, and customers
like you need these parts. All of our Used Chevy Parts are held to a higher expectation for you.
All of our used auto parts are inspected, tested and come with some type of industry standard
warranty. Keep UsedPart. Remember when you are searching for Used Chevy Parts to
remember the following points during your search. Make sure all of the used auto parts you
purchase are inspected, and fit your vehicle. Ask for pictures of the specific Used Chevy Parts
or the location of the salvage y
ford 500 tail light replacement
2002 yukon xl
wacker neuson pt2 parts diagram
ard or sellers location. If you need to use a carrier for shipping, give the salvage yard your zip
code, so they can give you a quote on how much it will cost to ship your used auto part. You
can also try and get a gurantee with your parts you order. Sometimes they can get damaged
during shipment, or may not work at all. Remember, buying original manufacturer made parts
for your vehicle will be better than an aftermarket part that may not fit, look right, or function
properly. Our local auto junkyards near you are ready to help get your used auto parts pulled,
and shipped immediately. We have been in business since , and we have grown to server all
states in the United States. Our network of salvage yards, and other salvage yard owners, buy
these vehicles with the purpose to dismantle, inspect, and ship parts all over the country. Our
systems are in place to provide an affordable price quote, and verification before you make a
purchase. This saves our users and clients time and effort.

